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Conscious Luxury Travel is Future Ready!

The RARE Showcase 2020

The RARE community defines Luxury based on the following 
constants:

Measurable community impact
Conservation of nature and wildlife

Preserve built heritage
Promote intangible heritage as local experiences

Sensitive land and efficient resource utilization
Sustainable solutions and best practices
Excellence in service, style and design



RARE India is a community of independent hoteliers and 
hospitality groups that differentiates itself from other similar bodies 

on the strength of its combined ideology and the width of its 
distribution. We currently mark our presence in India, Nepal and 
Bhutan, 16 states in India alone and community of 64 hotels and 

experiences as 50 brands.

Conscious of their responsibility towards environment and 
community, Luxury gains a fresh perspective among our partners.

Hero brands that are committed to the seven principles we endorse, 
provoke thought, constantly evolve and inspire others in the 

community.

Our Anchor Stories 
8 of our partner hotels are TOFTigers PUG Nature Friendly 

Certified, 
23 partner hotels adopt policies to be free of single use plastic,

15 partners working on safe garbage disposal,
18 have implemented water conservation policies,

20 partners run their operations with teams trained from the local 
community,

35 partners promote local craft, art, folk, farm produce and 
festivals and 

50 partners on board focus on destination discovery through walks, 
bicycle rides and local immersions. 

RARE India
& Conscious Luxury Travel 



Edition I:

The RARE Showcase 2017 : A pioneering event that 
engaged the community with the Indian travel trade 

and media.

Edition II: 
The RARE Showcase 2018 : Impactful presence among 

global promoters of India and the sub-continent through 
dialogue with adventurers, conservationists and storytellers 

from within the community.
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The RARE Showcase
Conscious Luxury Travel 
& Future Ready

Day 01: April 16th (RARE Partners) 
For the Community to share success stories

Confluence & Co-Lab

Day 02: April 17th (Seller & Buyer) 
Meetings, Networking, Museum Session and Party

Day 03: April 18th (Seller & Buyer) 
Meetings, Networking, Museum Sessions 

Pledge &  Gratitude.



RARE India
& Conscious Luxury Travel

Edition III :

The RARE Showcase 2020
The context is “Conscious Luxury” with the RARE Community to connect 
travelers with the land and its people in  unique ways. 
Elements we promise will inspire you to re-think India & the sub-continent.

Visit RARE FAMs: April 9th to 16th

Carefully designed, expert led programs that highlight  unique RARE 
Routes.

Take Your Time: April 17th & 18th

Personal sessions with hotel owners and experience curators 

A Museum of Stories 
Engage with passionate raconteurs through art, verse, song and craft.

Conversations 
Brief & spontaneous sessions with thought leaders from various fields of 
interest.

Party Time:  April 17th &18th

For transformations can be fun and forever.

The Green Manifesto
As with all our previous events the third edition of  The RARE Showcase 
will follow The Green Manifesto in close consultation with Waste Warriors
(www.wastewarriors.org).



The RARE Collection
Promoting Conscious Luxury Travel

Countries: 3 | States: 16 | Hospitality Brands: 50 | Experiences: 64

We have a carefully chosen list of partners who work in
the realm of travel and hospitality powering change,
quality and destination knowledge.

TTC is a global community of intentional travelers with a mission to use
travel as a catalyst to create deeper connection with self, others and
nature.

Tour Operators for Tigers is our sustainability partner. Promoting
destination sustainability and lodging best practice with independent
GSTC recognised PUG and Footprint kitemarks.

Our media partner, Condé Nast Traveller: launched its Indian edition in
2010, and quickly became the definitive luxury travel resource across
platforms for the affluent Indian traveler.

Our hospitality highlight and counted among India’s iconic stand-alone
hotels, The Imperial is perfect as a venue partner for its heritage and
luxury quotient.

As a campaign partner Wildlife SOS and RARE will begin a campaign on
the World Tourism Day, Sept 27; to create awareness for the Asian
elephant through ‘Refuse the Ride’ campaign.

Our partner for Review and promotions, as many as 39 of our hotels have
received the Trip Advisor awards for excellence.

UNESCO is on board as a partner to endorse the intangible cultural
heritage elements in the destinations of the RARE Community.



Inspired?

To know more call, whatsapp or write to us.

Ph : +91 98102 65781 

shoba@rareindia.com

‘a small detail’

Did you wonder about the golden yellow smudges on 
the announcement page? 

It’s an Indian tradition to anoint the edges 
of announcements of auspicious occasions with 

turmeric. 

Turmeric signifies purity, now a ‘super food’, 
appropriate to announce The RARE Showcase.


